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INTRODUCTION  

During the 17th meeting, the chairman, Klaus Gretschmann, welcomed the members1 and invited them 

to continue their brainstorming about the design and implementation of the EU research and 

innovation policy in view of the new wave of innovation coming in from deep and green technology. 

The working method aims at an ‘open innovation’ approach between governments, business, and 

academia, to inject innovative policy ideas into the EU system. The mandate for operation of the High-

Level Group results from an initiative in the Competitiveness Council.2 

During the meeting, members were invited to carry out a deep and out-of-the-box reflection on the 

European Union (EU) innovation ecosystem for the European Commission and the Council of the EU 

that would allow the Union to maximise the potential of developing and upscaling businesses in the 

EU.  

Over the course of the last few decades, the EU has been a “follower” rather than a leader in the 

development of startup companies. This is even more evident in the Digital sector, where startup 

companies experience the EU single-market fragmentation, regulatory burdens, or limited access to 

capital. The EU should be ready now to effectively implement a series of actions which can support 

the development of an ecosystem in which companies can thrive and do not feel the necessity to seek 

support for upscaling outside the EU.  

Over the past 9 years, the High-Level Group has brainstormed regularly about how to boost innovation 

in the EU. All these recommendations are considered in this report that intends to lay the foundations 

required to fulfil the objectives.3 

This report intends to highlight the key aspects in which the European Commission can take immediate 

action to change the trends described above. The High-Level Group on Innovation Policy Management 

wishes to offer the European Commission a series of proposals and recommendations to achieve the 

goals described above, creating a suitable innovation ecosystem for the development of innovative 

businesses and most especially for deep tech companies.     

 

 

 
1 Members participate in their personal capacity. All recommendations for action and all ideas for further consideration have not always 
been agreed on by all members, but advice is based on a very wide consensus. The final version is written under responsibility of the 
chairman and the secretary general 
2 Competitiveness Council, 5-6 December 2011, Presidency Note.  
3 An extensive analysis is given in Klaus Gretschmann & Stefan Schepers, Revolutionising EU Innovation Policy, Palgrave MacMillan 2016  
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1. The required contextual conditions 
 
An efficient and predictable innovation ecosystem is of utmost importance in the context of 
developing a sustainable framework for businesses to develop, nurture and scale-up. This is especially 
important for deep tech companies and startups but while a more incisive attention is required to 
these, it must be noted that a creative and prolific innovation ecosystem can and will benefit also 
large-scale industrial processes. In the context of a European Union highly focused on the 
implementation of the Green Deal to supply less contaminating energy, building more sustainable 
means of transportation and seeking new ways of reducing CO2 emissions, a necessary effort in 
research and innovation is required to achieve these objectives. These efforts need an innovation 
ecosystem which delivers sufficiently for deep tech companies and startups which will help to ensure 
this transition at the same time it will nurture existing industry, which still carries the large majority of 
the investments on innovation.       
 
There are two essential conditions for startup and scale-up companies in deep tech and green tech to 
succeed: 
  

1. An efficiently functioning and truly single market and  
2. The completion of the capital markets union.  

 
Without both, a working, innovation ecosystem for the new generation of innovators (deep and green 
tech) will remain exceedingly difficult to achieve, probably even impossible. Because of the value-
chain effects in industry or services, it makes no sense to conceive a single market only for these 
startups and scale-ups. The new wave of innovation must be able to spread throughout the economy 
to have beneficial effects on ecology and climate, citizens, and competitiveness.        

 
The priority for these start-ups is how to commercialise their products and then to scale up. The first 
challenge they face is access to capital. It is important to acknowledge that there is sufficient capital 
around in the EU, but investors choose where to invest based on the anticipated returns. In the USA, 
start-ups benefit from immediate and relatively easy access to a large business-to-business or 
consumer market. As a result, Silicon Valley also attracts a lot of capital from Europe. Here in the EU 
however, a variety of obstacles remain. Even worse, the single market is slowly being eroded and 
attenuated. And as the negative effects of the non-completion of the single market are particularly 
pertinent for those young firms that are already entering a growth phase, it is very damaging long 
term for the European economy if these firms reorient their activities to the US by seeking access to 
its capital and consumer markets. 
 
European capital markets are fragmented which makes attracting capital more difficult and restricting 
for those businesses seeking investments. Provision of equity is far lower than in competing markets 
in the US or the Far East, and there is a lower appetite for risk, while in every Member State, different 
kinds of regulatory hurdles persist.  
 
This double weakness is why Europe lost out in the first waves of digital technology development and 
if this is not remedied within a couple of years, it will lose out in deep tech and green tech too.  
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The new generation of innovators offer the EU an opportunity not to be missed, because the kind of 
ecosystems required have different characteristics than before. They need a coherent set of actors 
from different background working seamlessly together, such as experienced innovators (serial 
entrepreneurs, specific agencies (such as ESA), member governments and the Commission. The 
“flourishing” and scale-up of these companies in the EU would greatly contribute to the Green Deal 
industrial and agricultural transition processes. 
 
It is equally essential to ensure compatibility and smart interplay with national innovation efforts and 
strategies so that new frameworks do not hamper ongoing innovation efforts in those Member States 
that are more advanced. Synergy, where possible, brings added value for all in a single market and 
helps to strengthen an open concept of strategic autonomy.  
 
So how to go to about these Herculean tasks of the Commission, made even more pressing by the fall-
out of the covid pandemic? 4 
 
    

2. How to build innovation ecosystems in the EU 
 
An innovation ecosystem is a complex web of interactions between relevant innovation actors to 
achieve a common goal. It is a flexible, non-bureaucratic framework which allows among others, 
entrepreneurs, innovators, serial entrepreneurs, investors, corporations5, researchers and public 
officials to acquire knowledge and a common understanding of needs, to define the right issues and 
to collaborate in complex systems to achieve innovative solutions for society’s problems and Europe’s 
competitiveness. 6 The mission approach currently being tested can help to cluster these various 
actors towards a common goal, provided one does not see innovation as a linear process as it was 
common practice for many decades. 
 
Ecosystems require a mixture of directing, enabling, and promoting, considering the specifics of the 
three main phases. They need disruptive thinkers and courageous officials daring to go outside existing 
pathways.   
 
Research and Innovation is the main pillar of any innovation ecosystem. For that reason, it requires 
specific attention and care in the plans for Next Innovation EU. Basic research is carried out at 
universities and other knowledge centres, most of them publicly funded, however large corporations 
often carry out basic research too. The role that Research and Technology Organisation (RTOs) play in 
generating innovative ideas and businesses cannot be ignored, as they serve as the interlink and 
transformation tool from research to businesses. In addition, we need to consider the new actors that 
are playing a key role in the innovation ecosystems of the 4th wave of innovation, notably serial 
entrepreneurs, and investors (Venture Capital, Corporate Venture Capital7, and Business Angels).      

 
4 HLG, The five Herculean tasks of the new Commission, Blueprint 2019 
5 A Deep Tech ecosystem requires the presence of corporations. The Dawn of Deep-Tech Ecosystem”, BCG, 2019, p. 27) 
6 HLG on Innovation Policy, Report on Innovation Ecosystems, 2013, and Blueprint 2014, p 16-17 
7 Corporate Venture Capital represents €9B in investments made on 623 startup companies in Europe (Global Corporate 
Venture Capital Report 2020, CBInsights, p. 26). In 2019 CVC represented 44% of total VC investments in Europe (Pitchbook 
data) 
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Although the Silicon Valley model seems attractive enough to aim for a replica in the EU, this 
temptation must be avoided as the EU has its own specificities which would result in the total failure 
of this experiment. In all cases, the development phase of new enterprises has a high failure risk due 
to several conditions which they face: requiring sufficient capital (primarily equity), space for 
experimenting, proximity to large technology centres or enterprises, access to adequate talent, 
supportive governments and regular peer review. All these elements must be sufficiently considered 
when laying the foundations of the Next Innovation EU plans. If resolved, the EU will provide 
conditions to enable a “booming” of several “Small Valleys” in the EU. It needs to be included in a 
team operating without bureaucratic constraints. If the startup passes through the so-called ‘valley of 
death’, such closeness to market realities can help it through. 
 
Scale-up companies already have a lower risk; hence they should be more able to find capital for the 
completion of the scale-up process. However, they usually do not. These companies can be financed 
through green bonds (unsuitable for startups because of the regular coupon payments) this would in 
return bring coherence with the investment plans of the Green Deal.     
 
The three roles of innovation governance (directing, enabling, and promoting), can be applied equally 
to digital and deep tech; there is no clear border between them. This lack of clarity may bring problems 
when combining the directions or policies desired by the EU and strategic autonomy or with the 
portfolio managers requiring wide discretion to operate. On the other hand, the team spirit typical of 
an ecosystem, which is based in the “co-shaping” of policies, can help to overcome this problem.   
 
Another challenge in a suitable ecosystem for deep tech and green companies is time to market, 
which is extremely sensitive for startups. This is where the B2B market can help, also to overcome 
regulatory hurdles that are often prohibitive for SMEs, or to avoid risk aversion in the consumer 
market.  
 
The public procurement market is equally important for both startups, and scale-ups and their access 
should be facilitated by creative rule making, risk and profit sharing. In this report, we have formulated 
several recommendations in that regard.        
 
The US, through its DARPA system, has been able to achieve key success in digital technologies and 
artificial intelligence because of consistent high financing for decades and nurturing innovation 
ecosystems, such as Silicon Valley. However, in the digital area Europe does have a good starting 
position in many sectors, though not enough leading companies with breakthrough capacity. The 
situation in deep tech (synthetic biology, neural networks, automation robotics, hardware…) is 
however much more positive in the EU. If we follow the example of the US, we can consider as useful 
the example of high investments in the defence industry which had a spill-over effect, in that same 
spirit of seeking cohesion between different policies, the EU can consider (in line with the EU Defence 
Strategy) to maximise the investments in this sector and aim at creating a spill-over effect in the 
economy. To achieve this, it is necessary to widen the angle of the EIC and reinforce their role in the 
definition and design of innovation ecosystems8. The recent HERA initiative can equally lead to 
multiple spin-offs if it can be fully developed and mature on its own terms into a real health sector 
ecosystem.     

 
8 HLG, The five Herculean tasks of the new Commission, Blueprint 2019 
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In practice, several steps are needed to realize an innovation ecosystem: 
 

2.1. A much-improved, cognitive connection between European governance systems and value 
chains in business. Desired economic and social outcomes are set, democratically determined 
by the governments and Commission; a pathway to achieve them should be designed in 
consultation with those who must implement it, listening first to the “avant-garde” among 
them (and not the so-called “zombies”). Corporations need to maintain their balance sheet 
while adjusting to the circular and climate-neutral economy. If governments and the 
Commission do not take this sufficiently into account, there is a risk of reducing instead of 
strengthening open strategic autonomy and weakening the new wave of innovation, where 
startups and incumbents have a mutually complementary role. 

2.2. A network of formal and informal private and public sector actors, which could be centred 
around the European Innovation Council (EIC) as a solar system of connected ecosystems in 
the member states. It should include foresight and focus on the collateral effects of 
technological innovation (societal) and on collateral conditions (governance methodology and 
tools). An ecosystem cannot thrive in a single body or institution, it must become a truly 
collaborative effort.  

2.3. Therefore, equal focus on the innovation principle (from 2016) and the precautionary 
principle (from 2009) is needed in all EU institutions, even if they do not have the same legal 
status. The innovation principle was intended as an overarching one to be a reference point for 
all DGs.  

2.4. Communication flows and platforms for knowledge sharing, with an attractive narrative for 
citizens focussed on the social outcomes and benefits. An attractive narrative is needed, a set 
of grand missions centred around what citizens care about most.  

2.5. Strengthen Europe's technical and strategic capacity in key areas through access to top-noch 
technology infrastructures for industrial innovation ecosystems.  Access to the right technology 
infrastructures to quickly develop and test innovations and successfully enter the market is 
essential for a complete innovation ecosystem.  

 
2.6. A well functioning single market with regulatory flexibility and cost-effective regulations, 

swiftly adjustable to feedbacks, new issues, new technologies, collaboration instead of 
hierarchical top-down operations. System operation is one of the top three problems in the 
EU, on a par with the incomplete single and capital markets union. Evidence-based policymaking 
should be “an inescapable must” in all three institutions. 

2.7. Regulation must be linked to industrial sector realities on global markets, without 
compromising on the ultimate goals. It can stimulate the introduction of new technologies and 
the more rapid disappearance of obsolete ones. The reduction and elimination of 
environmentally harmful subsidies will contribute too.       
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2.8. Cross-disciplinary and open-minded approaches to new challenges and a strong risk-taking 
attitude should be promoted in education and media. The rapid results of science in reaction 
to the pandemic can be used as fertile ground to again promote the role of science for the 
benefit of society.  

2.9. Strategic foresight, policy coherence and public governance adapted to complex adaptive 
systems (whether economic, social, or ecological) is needed. Continuous and independent 
monitoring of the methods, procedures, and output of governance in the various EU institutions 
and all Member States, as well as of the interaction between them, and between them and the 
EU institutions, must become the rule.  

2.10. Finally, innovation ecosystems require a new governance and administrative culture: that of 
an enabler and of a collaborator, like the director of an orchestra. Executive development 
should be used to help public officials make the intellectual and cultural transition.   

 

On a complementary note, the High-Level Group acknowledges that standardisation forms a basis of 
Europe’s past successes. In the past, alignment between technical standardisation and the regulatory 
agenda played a key, enabling role. Today, the EU still has a strong standard-setting power, but it risks 
fading in view of the technological and market strengths of China and the US. However, given the rapid 
evolution of technology, a new approach may be necessary to suit startups. This requires a systemic 
reform to ensure alignment with rapid innovation cycles. The interface between technical 
standardisation and legislation remains important.  
 
The growing tendency in the EU to push detailed technical requirements into the law (under 
comitology) is to the detriment of technical change and innovation, even more so if it is not evidence 
based. The EU needs future-proof, innovation-friendly legislation that focuses on the essential 
requirements. 
 

The missions set up now can be helpful for this purpose. They should be an integral part of a new 
narrative in favour of innovation and trickle down in the member states. They can thus help the 
desired synergies. 
 

But there will be, often unintended, social impacts and implications, and these will have to be 
accompanied by mitigating measures, especially if we want to address the inequality gaps 
(between countries, regions, people). While designing the mitigating elements of mission’s 
complexity must be taken into account, and a lot of trade-offs must be made. 
  
A stimulating narrative is missing: There is a need to explain more imaginatively the benefits of the 
ongoing or intended policies for people, instead of focussing on promises and targets. Different 
stakeholders have different expectations that all need to be addressed by a synergetic narrative of the 
Commission and governments.  The key is to make people understand that the Green Deal and 
comparable overarching goals and objectives will bring social benefits and that this is the DNA of EU 
policy making (which is different in the US or China).  
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Such narrative must be created in a consensus with businesses and governments which need to be 
able to translate to citizens that any advancements and innovation and efforts in boosting the deep 
tech and green tech sector goes aligned with the sustainable objectives of the EU, contributing to 
reduce emissions and support much more sustainable transportation, technology research and energy 
autonomy.  
 
Therefore, in future externalities need to be better integrated and harmful subsidies to zombie 
companies or to environmentally harmful economic activities need to be reduced in parallel. 
When building the narrative, a strong emphasis should be made in how innovation, and funding of 
such innovation, boosts and supports all sectors in creating a spill-over effects. This way, while 
ensuring “delivery” of all EU projects society can see the importance of innovation investments. 
 
Finally, one should be careful not to further exacerbate inequality in and between Member States and 
to consider social impact in advance, so that timely collateral measures can be elaborated to increase 
territorial innovation cohesion, including rural areas, to ensure a fair social context as well.  
 
 

1. Attracting and keeping talent 
 
A real urgency for the success of the objectives defined in this report, is attracting, and retaining top 
talent. A first step to be taken towards solving this urgency is to identify where talent can be found. 
Talent today is broader than traditional researchers. To nurture this talent and keep it in Europe, they 
need to rely on a completely and effortlessly functioning ecosystem as described. The traditional realm 
of research remains a key part of this, but it needs strengthening.   
 
The still incomplete European Research Area still hinders the mobility of researchers.9 In addition, 
many member states have obstacles attracting foreign talent, and within the EU, that consequently 
prefers to go to the US and other markets, where top research institutions thrive with over one third 
of the talent being non-American, including from Europe. Once known what to do, political “short-
termism” or bureaucratic inertia in Member States prevent implementation.   
 
At the beginning of a new wave of innovation in deep and green technologies, it is essential to remedy 
this situation within a maximum timeframe of two years. Given that the competences are spread 
between the EU and Member States (including regional competences), it may be useful to consider 
the same approach as used for Brexit: nominate a highly qualified person and give her/him a mandate 
from the European Council, the necessary staff and operational links to the EIC, the EIT and the ERAC.  

The priority should be to ensure real mobility of researchers (as in the USA) by the end of 2022. There 

needs to be a strong, new commitment in all action plans for researchers to be able to become 

permanent members of the team in another research centre. The main barriers researchers encounter 

in the EU Research Area are bureaucratic requirements for researchers when participating in new 

projects; with good will, they can soon be eliminated. 

 

 
9 HLG on Innovation Policy, report of meeting 6.2.2020, www.highlevelgroup.eu  

http://www.highlevelgroup.eu/
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Another key element which needs to be tackled urgently is the mutual recognition of diplomas, which 

some Member States do not apply, the definition of an academic career and the retirement systems. 

Key elements of academic career patterns can be harmonised the same way as the academic courses 

pattern (Bologna process) to offer young post-PhD students the possibility to pursue an academic 

career at any university in Europe. A complete retirement cycle, regardless of where one has worked, 

is a must for researchers’ mobility and today, because there are no guarantees of it, it remains one of 

the main discouragements for researchers in the EU.      

The second issue to address is the role of Europe’s universities, where all too often rigidly defined 

criteria hamper the freedom of researchers to follow their own lines of investigation and limit the 

scope of research, experimentation and set up of startups (spin-offs and spawn outs). More freedom 

of research, of experimentation and the creation of startups from the university is therefore needed 

as well as independence of universities to mitigate this phenomenon. It is evident from international 

comparisons that this plays an important role in facilitating excellence in teaching and research. 

Member states that want to go ahead should cooperate to achieve it and not wait for the laggards. 

Cooperation between, large research organisations (such as RTOs), EIT and EIC can help to create a 

pathway to improve performance; it can also provide startups a fast link to commercialisation. 

 
The role of ERAC should become more synergised with the objectives of the EIC and EIT. Its opinions 
were often too abstract, not sufficiently suitable for an agile context, removed from real ecological, 
economic, and social issues. RTOs are a useful source for more inclusive scientific-economic thinking, 
so are business schools which have an equally direct understanding of business and markets. Both 
kinds of institutions should therefore become more involved, alongside universities.  
 
To reach the EU Green Deal targets, new solutions in terms of technology-based products and services 
will have to be developed to enable the European transition to a decarbonized economy. Low and 
zero-carbon solutions beyond “business as usual” demand a complex combination of technologies and 
competences across industries and value chains.  
 
RTOs with their specific business models and multidisciplinary approach to technologies are a key 
asset to support industry and to integrate technologies into their products and services. But this will 
not be enough to bring about a trans-European innovation ecosystem. The third pillar should be a 
direct link between ERAC, EIT and EIC, business fundamental research and RTD.  
 
In return, this will help to bring more diversity of thought and policy design, more inclusiveness with 
the real world of research application (in market and society), more inter-disciplinarily thinking (social 
sciences are often undervalued) and more stimuli for scientific connectivity and collaboration across 
Europe. 
 
Of key importance is independent scientific evaluation and a direct link to the other actors in the 
ecosystem. Impact evaluation is different from a simple evaluation of costs or of adherence to 
procedures. It requires looking at the output in the framework of the ultimate demand and purpose 
of the project, and it involves a careful check on the methodology followed.   
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Such ex-post evaluation is an important element of a learning process and of efforts to continuously 
improve policy. It helps to improve professionalism and accountability and it will boost investors’ 
confidence when taking long-term risks. 
 
An innovative and resilient European ecosystem, and its more inclusive and free society, presents an 
extremely appealing model to attract top scientists (and their families), thus also increasing Europe’s 
global competitiveness. This should be promoted and facilitated. 
     
 

2. Funding 
 
The third main angle of the recommendations discussed by the High-Level Group is the key strategic 
challenge which exists for the EU to now focus on deep tech and no longer on digital startups. Deep 
tech is based on a strong scientific base, and it creates value by developing new solutions to current 
problems. It will be a principal source of welfare, open strategic autonomy, and green transition. It 
must benefit from a strong financial part in the ecosystem, based on existing and new forms of public 
and private investment.  
 

Any large project is nowadays multidisciplinary, possibly even multisectoral. The problem is 
that (European and national) administrations tend to operate in silos and bringing the type of 
governance necessary often go with more political games and frictions in the decision 
process, which can severely affect the management of such projects. This requires new 
expertise developed from the learnings and independent evaluation of pilot projects. The EU 
was an experimental governance project in the 1950s, it needs to reinvent itself now if it is to 
succeed in the new economy. 
 
Initially, as previously mentioned, the key issue for startups is how to commercialise and to scale-up 
(hence the key role of the single market). There is sufficient capital in Europe, but it is too often more 
attractive to go to the US or some countries in the Far East, while China operates an opaque and 
fundamentally not comparable system, albeit competitive. Member States’ taxation systems, EU and 
national public funding, corporate funding (by incumbents, unicorns, foundations, crowd funding) 
should all operate in synergy.  
 
In highly innovative countries, such as Israel or the US, the spin-off from the defence industry helps to 
create civil product and new markets. This value chain is not working well in the EU and change is slow 
in coming. This should not at all prevent the EU from creating a comparable ecosystem focussing on 
key, current societal challenges (sustainability transition, healthcare, resilience, and strategic 
autonomy in key sectors) that is adapted to European realities and needs.     
 
EIC, EIT, ERAC, and future additions to the ecosystem (social and governance innovation, business, 
and finance sector links), can provide a European model focussed on societal and ecological needs. It 
could ultimately become as effective as DARPA in the US, focussed primarily on defence.  
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This makes the role of public procurement essential in the financial infrastructure for developing 
leadership in deep and green technologies. If there is a weakness in or absence of a link on the demand 
side, then fostering innovation will suffer.10 Public procurement can help to develop innovation 
ecosystems (as well as open strategic autonomy) through cooperation across borders between 
regional and local authorities to help create and rapidly enlarge the markets for innovation, to enable 
user engagement and co-creation11. Criteria and targets should become inclusive of the common 
European innovation targets to ensure that a certain part of public procurement budgets is targeted 
directly at deep and green tech. A clear identification of these public procurement offers within public 
budgets as ‘innovative public procurement’ can raise awareness of their relevance among 
stakeholders.  
 
Such new wave start-ups operate primarily in the business-to-business market and have a different 
growth model than unicorns in the digital sector12. They need coherent nurturing through research, 
smart money, experienced management, launch customers and real scale test infrastructures. They 
offer a real opportunity for innovative partnerships between public authorities and multiple partners 
from the private sector. It is expected that B2B startups create better returns and present a great 
opportunity for EU based corporations, thus helping the green transition as well as competitiveness.13  
 
Public-private joint funding of research and experiments should be considered, as well as shared 
returns on investment and re-investment, creating virtuous innovation cycles. Green bonds are not a 
solution for startups or scale-ups because of the coupon payments. Therefore, the EU and its member 
states, through their taxation systems, need to facilitate much more equity, not only from large funds, 
but also from citizens who can be tempted by the Green Deal or inequality concerns to invest for a 
societal purpose. Above all, there needs to be a stable investment environment.     
 
In this context it is important to stress the role of concept of “testbeds” where companies can test 
ideas without excessively tight regulations. Certain exemptions can be created in the regulatory 
frameworks for these “testbeds”. A “testbed” is usually defined as: ‘a physical or virtual environment 
in which companies, academia and other organisations can collaborate in the development, testing 
and introduction of new products, services, processes, or organisational solutions in selected areas’ 
which is different from the normal more research-oriented infrastructures. 
 
The frequently mentioned unicorns, whose numbers are growing, are in fact a niche market and they 
should not be the sole target of an EU innovation policy drive in deep and green technologies. Many 
experts consider them mainly a target for financial speculation, their book value is often inflated in 
private rounds and often 50% above fair value.14  
 
 

 
10 HLG on Innovation Policy Management, Blueprint Inspiring and Completing European Innovation Ecosystems, 2014, p 24-
25 
11 Dublin Declaration on Innovation 2013 
12 An example could be found in Italy, where it was recently announced a robotic tech transfer platform led by “Cassa 
Depositi e Prestiti” which leverages on selected research institutions, offers a proof-of-concept funding program with 
venture builder advisors, flanked by two standard Venture Capital funds and one big Corporate Venture Capital fund.  
Similar platforms are expected to be created in Healthcare, Circular Economy and AI 
13 McKinsey, Europe’s innovation wunderkinds: the rising B2B startup ecosystem, 2021 
14 A. Mirhaydari, Why unicorns are overvalued, 28.11.2017, Pitchbook 
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Excess liquidity in capital markets is often concentrated on such companies, for which an IPO is the 
primary exit but there is considerable doubt about long- term value.15 A sovereign technology fund as 
is sometimes advocated should not merely follow the speculative narrative of digital unicorns. The 
impact on European industries is limited because of the speculative nature and inflated values. 
However, there is a truly positive side in their role as a model for young start-up entrepreneurs and 
as a re-investor in high-risk innovative ventures. This should be stimulated and enabled.  
 
The emerging taxonomy system will be a cornerstone for public and private investors. However, clear 
guidance is required, based on scientific evidence. The trend of politicising guidance documents by 
the Commission risks becoming anti-innovative and hurting starts-up and scale-ups perhaps even 
more than larger companies.   
 
 
 
 
 

RECOMMENDATIONS  
 

1. The EIC and EIT should become more like the centre of a ‘solar system’ to give equal attention, 
through additional advisory bodies, to knowledge areas currently lacking or too weak (such as 
experts on public governance, corporate management, social innovation, inequality 
prevention or foresight, to name but a few). More out-of-the-box thinking is needed too, and 
this can be achieved with a more diverse composition of these advisory bodies, to have an 
ecosystem fully relying on the quadruple helix concept (or open innovation). Digital platforms 
can facilitate knowledge sharing, though meetings in person remain important too. 
 
Such a solar system around the EIC should benefit from top political support and comprise all 
the actors needed to succeed in the innovation wave (investors of all kinds, universities, 
business schools and top research centres, unicorn entrepreneurs). It should operate 
following the models of non-hierarchical, collaborative governance, which is best suited to 
steer complexity, the hallmark of innovation ecosystems.  An extended ERAC with the EIC and 
other consultative bodies should become an integral part of the innovation ecosystem. 
Together they can form a mission board for the deep and green tech innovation drive. Such 
mission board must have sufficient means to include in their missions a consideration of the 
societal angle to address inequalities which may arise out of the construction of such mission.   
 
As a part of the innovation ecosystem, it is crucial to make sure there is a continuum of support 
from fundamental research – spin offs – startups – and more mature companies and including 
from the EIC accelerator to other investing instruments such as Invest EU. In addition, in this 
chain there is a need for different kind of support such as coaching, how to build teams 
etcetera.    

 
 

 
15 D. Trainer, The unicorn bubble is bursting, 7.10.2019, Forbes 
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2. A double link with member states is necessary, focussed on building synergies with national 
innovation efforts and on using public procurement, a key market. A committee should 
examine how public procurement can be made more innovation supportive by helping rapid 
market entry of the outcomes of research & technology development in the context of entire 
market value chains (simplifying and greening procedures). This committee should provide 
recommendations by the end of 2022. It must work in tandem with the EIC and its additional 
advisory bodies to identify the best possible public-private clusters for the experimental phase 
and for the early entry in the single market. This can serve as test cases and form an example 
for other public authorities. The committee of regions could play a useful role here. 
 

3. A holistic approach on research and innovation policy must be put in place considering and 
seeking better coordination with other policy areas. A well-functioning single market with 
regulatory flexibility and cost-effective regulations, swiftly adjustable to feedbacks, new 
issues, new technologies, collaboration instead of hierarchical top-down operations should be 
prioritised.  

 
4. The completion of the ERA should be given top priority and be done by the end of 2022 

through an innovative way of stimulating the remaining reforms in each of the member states 
and peer review under the coaching of a respected personality (the Brexit method). After that, 
EU research funding should be made conditional on fulfilling these requirements for the 
mobility of researchers.  
 
The European Research Area must be more than a single space for mobility of academics and 
researchers across Europe or a tool for boosting research excellence. It needs to be closely 
linked to new grand objectives, the Green Deal and the Industrial Strategy. 
 

5. There is mutual recognition of diplomas, but still some Member States do not apply it. 
Commission and peer pressure is required to harmonise implementation; there is no 
justification not to do this by the end of 2020. However, this still falls short of real mobility, 
because two other important matters remain unresolved: the harmonisation, or at least 
synergy, of the definition of an academic career; and the retirement systems. 
 
Harmonisation of key elements of academic career patterns can be done as for the academic 
courses pattern (Bologna process). It should offer young post-PhD students the possibility to 
pursue an academic career at any university in Europe. Academics like everyone else want a 
complete retirement cycle. A directive exists for partial work in another Member State, why 
not extend it for situations of full work? 
 
Ultimately, full autonomy of universities should be restored. It is evident from international 
comparisons that this plays an important role in facilitating excellence in teaching and 
research. Member States that want to go ahead should cooperate to achieve it and not wait 
for the laggards. 
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6. The serious problem of fragmentation and silos in the EU must be firmly addressed. Most 
public research funds available should become more strategically targeted towards these 
priority areas (deep and green tech). A rapid response funding system should be put in place 
to avoid leakage to competing economies, to support high-risk projects with breakthrough 
potential, following advice from the EIC and its cluster bodies.   

 
7. The structural funds offer an important source for investing in the new tech wave or in the 

managing its potential collateral effects. In this context it is important to encourage synergies 
between the structural funds and Horizon Europe and Digital Europe.  No technology is socially 
neutral and the inequality gaps in the EU can certainly not increase if social stability is to be 
preserved. They can help member states with a lower-than-average GDP to top up research 
spending to the agreed 3%. In addition, research and funding by member states and other 
European organisations (such as EUREKA, ESA) should be coordinated if not synergized.   

 
8. Such a major strategic policy undertaking needs appropriate narrative and communication by 

the Commission and all governments ‘singing from the same sheet’. They should clearly 
explain the benefits of this massive research and innovation investment for future welfare 
and wellbeing. Citizens understand the pandemic was solved only by focussed research 
efforts, and they will understand that big future challenges need similar investments. This may 
also encourage them to personally engage through crowd funding or through long-term 
“innovation bonds” at a fixed interest rate which, although low, would provide a positive real 
rate of return.  
 

9. In order to achieve all these objectives, the European Commission has to rethink their way of 
work. In setting their policy goals and objectives Commissioners need to work together in a 
more cooperative or collaborative way, and Directorates need to ensure the same level of 
collaborative work in order to achieve a successful implementation of such policies and goals.  

 
 
21 June 2021 


